APPENDIX C

Appendix C: Schedule of Additional (’Minor’) Modifications (additional text underlined, deleted text in strikethrough).
Please note that in addition to the changes set out below, dates have been updated where required and all footnotes in the
main body of the text (excluding those in policies) are references so as to run numerically in order throughout the document.
Suggested
Change
Ref Number

Section/Policy
Number

Suggested Minor
Modification

SA required?
(Yes/No)

MWLP/Minor/01 Table 1, Objective 10 Change the word ‘undesignated’ to ‘nondesignated’
(and also pages 58,
64 and 69)

For clarity and
effectiveness, as agreed
with Historic England in
Statement of Common
Ground (E005)

Yes (in the
sense this is a
change to the
SA document,
but does not
amend the
‘scoring’
within the
SA).
See Appendix
3 Ref:
MWSA/Mod/01

MWLP/Minor/11 Para 1.1

Amend ‘help’ to ‘helped’

To reflect that what is being
spoken about is now in the
past.

No

MWLP/Minor/21 Para 1.1/Footnote 1

Replace existing text with the following:

To ensure that the
document is factually
correct.

No

237

Reason for Change

"The Development Plan for Cambridgeshire and
Peterborough consists, at the time of writing, of
this adopted Minerals and Waste Local Plan (July
2021), the Local Plans of the Cambridgeshire
Districts and Peterborough City Council (all

1
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various dates), and any adopted Neighbourhood
Plans or Neighbourhood Development Orders
across the plan area"
Delete entire paragraph.

MWLP/Minor/13 Para 1.3

Make textual changes as follows:

To ensure that the
document context is
It was deemed is necessary to replace the above factually correct.
two documents the Cambridgeshire and
Peterborough Minerals and Waste Development
Plan Core Strategy (July 2011) and the
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and
Waste Development Plan Site Specific Proposals
DPD (February 2012) with this single, and up to
date, Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals
and Waste Local Plan (July 2021). because
without doing so, they will steadily become out
of date. Up to date Local Plans are important, so
that all parties (landowners, operators, members
of the public etc.) are clear what policies will
apply in which locations and for what types of
proposals.

No

MWLP/Minor/14 Para 1.4 – 1.21 and
1.24

Delete all

No

238

MWLP/Minor/12 Para 1.2

2

This paragraph was part of
the context to the
consultation and not
required in the adopted
plan

These paragraphs were part
of the context to the
consultation and not
required in the adopted
plan

No
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MWLP/Minor/02 Para 3.15

Make textual change as follows:
This Plan follows national planning policy in
planning for a steady and adequate supply of
sand and gravel and limestone i.e. the main
aggregates which occur in the plan area. This
includes taking the advice of the East of England
Aggregates Working Party (AWP) which, in
November 2017, agreed that, in the absence of
updated national guidelines on aggregate
provision, the methodology contained in the
NPPF and NPPG would form the basis of
determining aggregate provision for Minerals
Plans.

239

MWLP/Minor/15 Para 3.21

Amendments made through MM06, table
following new paragraph 3.23.

For clarity and
effectiveness, to address
concern raised by the
Mineral Products
Association in their
representation CD14:
MWPS200

No

To correct a spelling
mistake.

No

To ensure accurate
references for users of the
plan

No

For clarity and accuracy.

No

Correct spelling of ‘Landwood’ to ‘Langwood’
MWLP/Minor/03 Para 3.29

Make textual change to update reference as
follows:
It is estimated that in 2017, waste arisings
within the plan area totalled around 2.782 million
tonnes per annum (Mtpa) of various types of
waste including municipal, commercial &
industrial (C&I), construction, demolition &
excavation (CD&E) and hazardous wastes (see
Figure 12 below). The majority of this waste was
recycled or otherwise recovered, with disposal to
landfill (non-hazardous and inert) accounting for
around a third.

MWLP/Minor/04 Para 3.33

3

To make textual change as follows:
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Accordingly, areas which presently have a net
export of waste have, or are, moving to a
position whereby they deal with more of their
own waste. Likewise, areas that historically and
presently have a net import of waste (such as
the Cambridgeshire-Peterborough plan area)
should see such net imports significantly
reduced. In providing for waste management
facilities the intention, therefore, is for this Local
Plan to determine the likely waste arising that
will occur, and set out the identified needs of the
plan area as a whole in relation to waste
management capacity, in order to achieve net
self-sufficiency, and at the same time drive
waste up the hierarchy.

240

MWLP/Minor/16 Policy 3

MM17 replacement first table
Under ‘Other Recovery’ amend row subject to
read ‘Treatment and energy recovery processes’

To be consistent with the
Waste Needs Assessment,
where the table was
derived from

No

MWLP/Minor/17 Policy 4

MM22 amend text to read ‘Local or
Neighbourhood Plan’

In the interest of
consistency, and to be
factually correct

No

MWLP/Minor/05 Policy 9

At criterion a., insert an asterisk after the words
‘proven need*’

For clarity and
effectiveness, suggested by
the Councils to correct an
erroneous omission in the
Submitted Plan

No

MWLP/Minor/06 Policy 17

Amend text to criterion g. as follows

For clarity and
effectiveness, as agreed
with Historic England in

No

4
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Statement of Common
Ground (E005)

MWLP/Minor/18 Para 6.20

MM40 within the new paragraph after 6.20
amend text to read ‘Sustainable urban Drainage
Systems’

For consistency and to
ensure correct terminology
is used

No

MWLP/Minor/07 Appendix 1: Site
Profiles, M033

Amend the following bullet point under the
heading ‘Archaeology and the Historic
Environment’:

For clarity and
effectiveness, as agreed
with Historic England in
Statement of Common
Ground (E005)

No

241

g. provide a landscape enhancement scheme
which takes account of any relevant landscape
character assessments (including any historic
landscape assessment characterisation) and
which demonstrates that the development can
be assimilated into its surroundings and local
landscape character;

The An assessment of the impact of the
proposals on the setting and significance of
heritage assets within the wider area would also
be required.
MWLP/Minor/22 Appendix 2, Context/ Amend the final sentence of the first paragraph
to read:
Block Fen /
Langwood Fen
The 2011 SPD has been superseded by this
Master Plan
guidance based ceases to have any weight on
the adoption of thise Local Plan.

No

Delete the final heading and paragraph in this
section.
MWLP/Minor/19 Appendix 2, Tables 3, Amend references to ‘M3’ to ‘M³’
4 and 8

5

To ensure accurate
presentation and references

No
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MWLP/Minor/08 Appendix 2, Table 4

Change the figures in Table 4 as follows:
Post 2036 4.5 11
Project completion 10.0 16.5

For clarity and
effectiveness, as suggested
by the Environment Agency
in Statement of Common
Ground (PE11)

No

242

MWLP/Minor/20 Appendix 3

At the 9th bullet of paragraph 2.2 replace
‘amenity’ with ‘Amenity’

To correct a typographical
error

No

MWLP/Minor/09 Appendix 3

At the end of paragraph 3.11: Delete ‘Local
Distinctiveness’

For clarity and
effectiveness, as agreed
with Historic England in
Statement of Common
Ground (E005) to correct
an error in the Submitted
Plan

No

MWLP/Minor/10 SA Appendix B,
Policy 3

Under summary of mitigation measures, change
‘Policy 5.18 in the London Plan’ to ‘Policy 5.16 in
the London Plan’

To provide the correct
reference

No

6

